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Chapter 1. Introduction

In a professional E&P environment, access to corporate data stores is essential. 
Therefore, ARK CLS Ltd. has written a plugin package to access OpenWorks and 
GeoFrame using their proprietary 'Ideal' toolkit. The Workstation Access plugin is 
a licensed commercial product wholly owned by ARK CLS Ltd.

The WSA (Workstation Access) plugin uses "vendor" toolkits supplied by 
Landmark and Schlumberger to connect to their respective data stores. This means 
the access is fast and reliable compared to more indirect approaches such as SEGY.

The WSA supports import and export of post-stack 3D and 2D Seismic data; 
import and export of 3D and 2D Horizons data; import and export of 3D Fault data 
and Well data import.

The plugin also deliver the possibility to help setup the survey parameters from the 
layout of a seismic cube in SeisWorks or GeoFrame. If the plugin is active, an 
option, Ranges/coordinate settings - Get from OpenWorks ..., will be available 
the Survey setup window. Select a cube from the list in the window that pops up 
and the survey layout and ranges will be filled in. You are then free to limit or sub-
select if you need to study only part of that area.
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1. Introduction.

The ARK CLS 'Ideal' server powers OpendTect's workstation connection. These 
servers support OpenWorks R2003.12 and GeoFrame/IESX 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. The 
'Ideal' data access server runs on the same machine as the OpendTect application 
and at present only Linux is supported. However, OpenWorks/SeisWorks or 
GeoFrame itself can run on either Linux or Solaris but the filesystem where the 
OpenWorks / GeoFrame installation is installed, either Linux or Solaris, must be 
NFS mounted such that OpendTect can access that filesystem to create a proper 
environment.

When OpendTect run is to use OpenWorks or GeoFrame, the WorkStationLink 
file is consulted at startup. OpendTect needs to be started from a properly prepared 
environment. Essentially, OpenWorks or GeoFrame must also be runnable in that 
environment. The startup script will check for this - For OpenWorks, the 
OWHOME variable is checked, for GeoFrame, GF_PATH. The full initialisation 
and checking sequence can be found in <OpendTect installation directory>bin/
init_arkcls. It is recommended to start OpendTect from a GeoFrame or 
OpenWorks xterm with no WorkStationLink file.

The ARK CLS servers use shared memory to transfer the data. In init_arkcls, the 
amount of shared memory reserved for the ARK CLS server is set to one quarter 
or the available shared memory, with a maximum of 1/4 GB. The ARK CLS 
servers have their own license policy. You will need a license for the ARK CLS 
workstation connection. These licenses are distributed by dGB.
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2. Workstation access definition file (WorkStationLink)

You will find a file WorkStationLink_example in the arkcls subdirectory. This file 
can be used to facilitate the creation of a WorkStationLink file. If you do not place 
a WorkStationLink file file in a location specified in the Location of Program data 
files section of the OpendTect Administrators documentation, the 'normal mode' 
access will be used which requires that an environment must be prepared for 
SeisWorks or GeoFrame/IESX. If a WorkStationLink file is used the parameter 
'Prefer direct Connection' must be set to 'Yes' as socket based I/O is no longer 
supported.

The following installation path should be followed:

1. Create environment script.

The workstation access server needs a proper Geoframe or OpenWorks/SeisWorks 
environment in order to do its work. It's a matter of duplicating the essential parts 
of the environment you get when starting up a GeoFrame or SeisWorks xterm in a 
csh script, e.g. for GeoFrame:

#!/bin/csh
setenv GF_BASELINE_ACC GF4_4
setenv GF_DAYS_TO_KEEP 30
setenv GF_HOME /users/gf/geoframe
setenv GF_PATH /users/gf/geoframe/geoframe_44_lnx
etc

This file must be a csh file, since it is sourced by the OpendTect remote execution 
scripts. Anything that can be done in a csh script can be done there, including 
conditional things based on environment variables. The variables defined in the 
'Host.x.TransferVariables' entry will be set before calling this script.

2. Make the WorkStationLink file.

Fill in the values as should be obvious from the example file. Some Notes:
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2. Workstation access definition file (WorkStationLink)

●     The "Platform" must be "Solaris 2.8" or "Linux"
●     The "Available Databases" must be either "Geoframe" or "SeisWorks".
●     The "TransferVariables", as said, are transferred from the client 

workstation to the server on startup of the server executable. They are set 
before executing the "Script", allowing all kinds of special environment 
setups.
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1. SeisWorks - 3D Seismic access definition window

To import 3D seismic data, select Survey - Import - SeisWorks - 3D. Select the SeisWorks 
Project and the Input Cube that you wish to import.

You can select the full volume or a sub cube by using the Volume subselection option. Null 
traces can be discarded or left inside the volume (Pass). The Format and Scaling for the input 
data are under user control. Specify the Output Cube which is the name that the data will be 
stored as in OpendTect format.
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1. SeisWorks - 3D Seismic access definition window

1.1. Volume Sub-selection

The Volume subselection dialog is a standard dialog used when importing and exporting a 
volume, line, or horizon, copying a cube or horizon, or processing an attribute.

In all those processes, the output might be limited with respect to the available input data. Two 
options are of relevance with respect to the WSA:-

●     A rectangular part of the survey, possibly with a larger horizontal and vertical stepout 
An area limited by an OpendTect polygon.

●     All: This last option will output the maximum number of trace with respect to the 
available data and possible stepouts

1.2. Format / Scaling

The Format / Scaling dialog allows optional formating and scaling to be applied to the data.

Storage: OpendTect supports can store data internally in 8, 16, 32 and 64-bit seismic data 
formats. 8 bit signed has a data range between -127 and +127. 8 bit unsigned ranges between 0 
and 255. Similarly 16-bit signed ranges between -32767 and + 32767 (unsigned 0 - 65535). 
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1. SeisWorks - 3D Seismic access definition window

Per default the data are stored in the same byte-format as the input (Storage is set to 0 - auto).

Scale values: The data can be rescaled with a linear scaling function defined by factor and 
Shift. The output will be calculated with: output = Factor * input + Shift

Adjust z range to survey range: With this option, the user can adjust his/her new scaled 
seismic to the survey range.

Optimize horizontal slice access: For better performance in loading time slices, set this 
option to Yes. This compromises some speed in loading crosslines, but loads time slices 
significantly faster.
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2. SeisWorks - 2D Seismic access definition window

To import 2D seismic data, select Survey - Import - SeisWorks - 2D. Select the SeisWorks Project, Line name 
and the Line Class that you wish to import. Specify the Output Line name and the Output Line Set. This is a 
composite name comprising the Line Set and Attribute (defaults to the input Line Class). Input each line, one at 
a time, which will be added to the Output Line Set.

The rest of the options are described in the general OpendTect manuals.2D

2.1. Output Line Set

This dialog allows the selection of the output Line Set and Attribute. Line Sets can be selected from the list or a 
new name can be entered for creation. Likewise Attributes can be selected from the list or entered for creation.
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2. SeisWorks - 2D Seismic access definition window

2.2. 2D Data Organisation
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2. SeisWorks - 2D Seismic access definition window

2D data is stored in individual lines, and sets of individual lines can be grouped into Line Sets. When an individual 
line is loaded it always has to go into a Line Set, either a new one or an existing one. Also, each 2D line can 
contain multiple data called Attributes. For example, Seismic data, acoustic impedance data, or any other attribute 
like similarity or frequency. Usually, when staring up a project, only seismic data is available. But during a 
project, multiple data is created, and one has to organize data properly into attributes, Lines and Line Sets. The 
data hierarchy is graphically displayed below. 
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3. GeoFrame IESX - 3D Seismic access definition window

To import 3D seismic data, select Survey - Import - GeoFrame - 3D. Specify the 
GeoFrame Project, Password, Survey name and the Cube name that you wish to 
import. You can select the full volume or a sub cube by using the Volume subselection 
option. Specify the Output Cube name. This is the name of the cube in OpendTect 
format. You can select the full volume or a sub cube by using the Volume subselection 
option. Format and Scaling is controlled by the Format / Scaling dialog.
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3. GeoFrame IESX - 3D Seismic access definition window
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4. GeoFrame IESX - 2D Seismic access definition window

To import 2D seismic data, select Survey - Import - GeoFrame - 2D. Specify the GeoFrame Project, 
Password, Survey name, Line name and the Line Class that you wish to import.

Specify the Output Line name and the Output Line Set. This is a composite name comprising the Line Set 
name and Attribute name (defaults to the input Line Class). Input each line, one at a time, which will be 
added to the Output Line Set. See Output Line Set for details of selecting / creating the output Line Set and 
see 2D Data Organisation for details on how 2D data is stored by OpendTect.
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1. SeisWorks - 3D Seismic access definition window

To export 3D seismic data, select Survey - Export - SeisWorks - 3D. Select the Input Cube and 
the optionally a sub-volume can be exported using the Volume subselection. Null traces can be 
exported (Pass) or discarded. If you wish to Scale values on output will be calculated with: output 
= Factor * input + Shift.

Select the SeisWorks Project, a Template cube and the Output Cube name, which is the name 
that will appear in SeisWorks. The Template cube must be an existing SeisWorks cube from which 
the exported cube can get its set-up in SeisWorks. If, for instance, a 32bit Bricked (.bri) file is 
selected as the Template Cube and the Output Cube does not already exist within SeisWorks, a 
new cube will be created with the same data format (32bit Bricked in this example) and with the 
same data extents (in-line and cross-line ranges) as the Template Cube.
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2. SeisWorks - 2D Seismic access definition window

To export 2D seismic data, select Survey - Export - SeisWorks - 2D. Select the Input Line Set 
This is a composite name comprising the Line Set name and Attribute name. Select the Line name 
to output which should be a line in the input Line Set. Optionally select the Trace sub-selection.

Select the output SeisWorks Project, Line name, Line Class, and Template Line Class. The new 
Line Class is the name that will appear in SeisWorks. To output all the lines in the input Line Set to 
the output Line Class, select a Line Name and click OK, select a new Line name and click OK 
again, and so on, until all desired lines are exported.

The Template Line Class must be an existing SeisWorks Line Class from where the exported Line 
Class can get its set-up from SeisWorks. Note that new lines cannot be created by the export 
process and that it only possible to create new Line Classes (attributes).
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3. GeoFrame - 3D Seismic access definition window

To export 3D seismic data, select Survey - Export - GeoFrame - 3D. Select the Input Cube and 
the optionally a sub-volume can be exported using the Volume subselection. Null traces can be 
exported (Pass) or discarded. If you wish to Scale values on output they will be calculated with: 
output = Factor * output + Shift.

Select the SeisWorks Project, a Template cube and the Output Cubename, which is the name 
that will appear in GeoFrame. The Template cube must be an existing GeoFrame cube from which 
the exported cube can get its set-up in GeoFrame. If, for instance, a 32bit file is selected as the 
Template Cube and the Output Cube does not already exist within GeoFrame, a new cube will be 
created with the same data format (32bit in this example) and with the same data extents (in-line 
and cross-line ranges) as the Template Cube.
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4. GeoFrame - 2D Seismic access definition window

To export 2D seismic data, select Survey - Export - GeoFrame - 2D. Select the Input Line Set 
This is a composite name comprising the Line Set name and Attribute name. Select the Line name 
to output which should be a line in the input Line Set. Optionally select the Trace sub-selection.

Select the output GeoFrame Project, Password, Survey name, Line name, Line Class, and 
Template Line Class. The new Line Class is the name that will appear in GeoFrame. To output all 
the lines in the input Line Set to the output Line Class, select a Line Name and click OK, select a 
new Line name and click OK again, and so on, until all desired lines are exported.

The Template Line Class must be an existing GeoFrame Line Class from where the exported Line 
Class can get its set-up from GeoFrame. Note that new lines cannot be created by the export 
process and that it only possible to create new Line Classes (attributes).
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1. SeisWorks - 3D Horizon Geometry I/O window

To import 3D Geometry horizon data, select Survey - Import - Horizon - SeisWorks 
- Geometry 3D. Select the SeisWorks Project and the Interpretation Model before 
you can select the Geometry horizon that you wish to import. The horizon attribute 
should be either Time or Depth.

You can select the full area or a sub area by using the Area subselection option. 
Specify the Output Horizon name at the bottom of the window. This will be the 
name of the horizon in OpendTect. Attribute horizons can be added to this Geometry 
horizon using Import 3D Attribute horizon from SeisWorks described in the next 
section.
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2. SeisWorks - 3D Horizon Attribute I/O window

To import 3D Attribute horizon data, select Survey - Import - Horizon - SeisWorks 
- Attribute 3D. Select the SeisWorks Project and the Interpretation Model before 
you can select the Attribute horizon that you wish to import. The horizon attribute 
should NOT be either Time or Depth. Enter the Attribute name that you wish this 
attribute to be stored as. This attribute will be added to the horizon selected using Add 
to Horizon. As many Attribute horizons can be added to the Geometry horizon as 
desired.
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3. SeisWorks - 2D Horizon Geometry I/O window

To import 2D Geometry horizon data, select Survey - Import - Horizon - SeisWorks 
- Geometry 2D. Select the SeisWorks 2D Project and the Interpretation Model, 
then select the Input Horizon. 2D horizons are tied to the 2D seismic geometry 
therefore it is necessary to select, in turn, the 2D Line name for each 2D horizon to be 
imported. In order for geometry information to be obtained for the selected 2D 
horizon it is also necessary to select the Line Class and the Input Line Set for the 
selected Line name.

All 2D horizons are written to and stored in the Output Horizon in OpendTect format.
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4. GeoFrame - 3D Horizon I/O window

To import 3D horizon data, select Survey - Import - Horizon - GeoFrame - 3D. Specify the GeoFrame Project, 
Password, Survey, Interpretation model and the Horizon that you wish to import. Specify the Output horizon name. 
This will be the name of the horizon in OpendTect. Further, you can select the wanted patches and attributes.

If the selected horizon contains only the Time or Depth attribute then attribute selection will be removed from the dialog. 
If other attributes are available for import they will be listed, but if only the horizon geometry is required then tick (check) 
the box Import Z only.

If horizon attributes are to be imported then untick (uncheck) the Import Z only box and select the attribute for import. 
Only one attribute can be selected at one time but more then one attribute can be imported to the same Output Horizon 
by selecting an attribute, clicking Go, selecting another attribute and clicking Go, etc.
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5. GeoFrame - 2D Horizon I/O window

To import 2D Geometry horizon data, select Survey - Import - Horizon - GeoFrame 
- 2D. Select the GeoFrame 2D Project, input the Password and select the Survey 
name. Select the Interpretation Model, then select the Input Horizon. 2D horizons 
are tied to the 2D seismic geometry therefore it is necessary to select, in turn, the 2D 
Line name for each 2D horizon to be imported. In order for geometry information to 
be obtained for the selected 2D horizon it is also necessary to select the Line Class 
and the Input Line Set for the selected Line name.

All 2D horizons are written to and stored in the same Output Horizon in OpendTect 
format.
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1. SeisWorks - 3D Horizon I/O window

To export 3D horizon data, select Survey - Export - Horizon - SeisWorks - 3D. Specify the Input horizon name that 
you wish to export at the top left of the dialog window.

Select the SeisWorks Project and Interpretation Model, then select the Output Horizon where you wish to write to 
in SeisWorks. You can select the full horizon or a sub area.

If the horizon to export contains other attributes other than the geometry (Time or Depth) then they will be listed for export 
in the Select Attribute(s) selection list.

If only the Horizon geometry is required to be export then tick (check) the box Export Z.

If Horizon attributes are required to be exported then untick (uncheck) and select the attribute for export. SeisWorks 
horizons can only store one quantity therefore it is not possible to add additional attributes to the selected output horizon. 
One Horizon, one quantity, either geometry or attribute, but not both.
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2. SeisWorks - 2D Horizon I/O window

To export 2D horizon data, select Survey - Export - Horizon - SeisWorks - 2D. Specify the Input horizon name that 
you wish to export at the top left of the dialog window.

Select the SeisWorks Project and Interpretation Model, then select the Output Horizon where you wish to write to. 
2D horizons are closely tied to the 2D seismic lines therefore it is necessary to select the 2D seismic Line name that you 
wish to export. In addition, to find the 2D geometry it is necessary to select the Line Class and the Input Line Set.

All lines in the Input Line Set can be exported to the same Output Horizon. Only one 2D horizon line can be exported at 
a time, so to export all 2D lines select a Line name and click Go, select the next Line name and click Go etc until all 
the horizon lines have been exported.
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3. GeoFrame IESX - 3D Horizon I/O window

To export 3D horizon data, select Survey - Export - Horizon - GeoFrame - 3D. Specify the Input horizon name that 
you wish to export at the top left of the dialog window.

Select the GeoFrame Project and enter the Password. Then select the Interpretation Model and the Output Horizon 
where you wish to write to in GeoFrame. You can select the full horizon or a sub area.

If the horizon to export contains other attributes other than the geometry (Time or Depth) then they will be listed for export 
in the Select Attribute(s) selection list.

If only the Horizon geometry is required to be export then tick (check) the box Export Z only.

If Horizon attributes are required to be exported then untick (uncheck) and select the attribute for export and click Go. 
Only one attribute can be exported at a time, but If further attributes are required to be exported then select an attribute 
and click Go, select the next attribute and click Go, etc. All attributes will be selected to same selected Output Horizon.
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4. GeoFrame IESX - 2D Horizon I/O window

To export 2D horizon data, select Survey - Export - Horizon - GeoFrame - 2D. Specify the Input horizon name that 
you wish to export at the top left of the dialog window.

Select the GeoFrame Project and input the Password. Select the Interpretation Model, and the Output Horizon where 
you wish to write to. 2D horizons are closely tied to the 2D seismic lines therefore it is necessary to select the 2D seismic 
Line name that you wish to export. In addition, to find the 2D geometry it is necessary to select the Line Class and the 
Input Line Set.

All lines in the Input Line Set can be exported to the same Output Horizon. Only one 2D horizon line can be exported at 
a time, so to export all 2D lines select a Line name and click Go, select the next Line name and click Go etc until all 
the horizon lines have been exported.
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1. SeisWorks - Fault I/O window

To import 3D fault geometry data, select Survey - Import - Fault - OpenWorks. Select the SeisWorks 
Project (the OpenWorks project is found automatically from the SeisWorks project) and the 
Interpretation Model, then the Fault that you wish to import.

If the input fault contains fault sticks (segments) picked in both the vertical and horizontal directions 
(IE, picked on both inline/crosslines and on time-slices) then the software will separate the vertical and 
horizontal sticks into two sets and load the larger of the two sets. This is necessary because the 
OpendTect fault model cannot accommodate both vertical and horizontal together in the same output 
set.

Stick selection is concerned with separating fault sticks (segments) into in-line and cross-line picked 
sets.

●     Auto : the sticks will be separated automatically into the largest set of vertical and horizontaly 
picked sticks and in addition, separated automatically into the largest set of In-line and cross-line 
picked sticks. The largest set will be loaded to OpendTect.

●     Inl/Crl separation : separates the faults sticks into in-line and cross-line separated sets and 
loads the largest set. Note: only works reliably when all horizontal sticks are picked on in-lines 
and all vertical sticks are picked on cross-lines or vice-versa.

●     Slope threshold : Separates the fault sticks based on the slope threshold which is entered into a 
text field that appears when this option is chosen. The xxx set is loaded to OpendTect.

The Stick order controls whether the sticks will be Geometrically sorted or input in the order that they 
are read (as in dB).

You can select the full area or a sub area by using the Area subselection option.

Specify the Output Fault name at the bottom of the window. This will be the name of the fault in 
OpendTect.

Click Go to import the fault. Only one fault can be input at a time.
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2. GeoFrame - Fault I/O window

To import fault geometry data, select Survey - Import - Fault - GeoFrame. Specify the GeoFrame 
Project and input the Password. Then select Survey name , Interpretation model and the Input 
Fault that you wish to import.

If the input fault contains fault sticks (segments) picked in both the vertical and horizontal directions 
(IE, picked on both inline/crosslines and on time-slices) then the software will separate the vertical and 
horizontal sticks into two sets and load the larger of the two sets. This is necessary because the 
OpendTect fault model cannot accommodate both vertical and horizontal together in the same output 
set.

Stick selection is concerned with separating fault sticks (segments) into in-line and cross-line picked 
sets.

●     Auto : the sticks will be separated automatically into the largest set of vertical and horizontaly 
picked sticks and in addition, separated automatically into the largest set of In-line and cross-line 
picked sticks. The largest set will be loaded to OpendTect.

●     Inl/Crl separation : separates the faults sticks into in-line and cross-line separated sets and 
loads the largest set. Note: only works reliably when all horizontal sticks are picked on in-lines 
and all vertical sticks are picked on cross-lines or vice-versa.

●     Slope threshold : Separates the fault sticks based on the slope threshold which is entered into a 
text field that appears when this option is chosen. The xxx set is loaded to OpendTect.

The Stick order controls whether the sticks will be Geometrically sorted or input in the order that they 
are read (as in dB).

You can select the full area or a sub area by using the Area subselection option.

Specify the Output Fault name at the bottom of the window. This will be the name of the fault in 
OpendTect.

Click Go to import the fault. Only one fault can be input at a time.
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1. SeisWorks - Fault I/O window

To export fault geometry data, select Survey - Export - Fault - OpenWorks. Specify 
the Input Fault name that you wish to export.

You can select the full area or a sub area by using the Area subselection option.

Select the SeisWorks Project (the OpenWorks project is found automatically from 
the SeisWorks project) and Interpretation Model, then select the Output Fault 
where you wish to write to in OpenWorks.

Click Go to input the fault. Only one fault can be exported at a time.
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2. GeoFrame IESX - Fault I/O window

To export fault geometry data, select Survey - Export - Fault - GeoFrame. Specify 
the Input Fault name that you wish to export.

You can select the full area or a sub area by using the Area subselection option.

Select the GeoFrame Project and enter the Password. Then select the Interpretation 
Model and the Output Fault where you wish to write to in GeoFrame.

Click Go to input the fault. Only one fault can be exported at a time.
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1. SeisWorks - Well import

To import a well from OpenWorks, select Survey - Import - Well - OpenWorks. Specify the SeisWorks Project 
(the corresponding OpenWorks project will be found automatically), the Well set and the Well that you wish to import.

Specify the Output well name where the well data will be written to in OpendTect.

Select the required Logs, Depth v Time Model, Markers to load and the required Load interval. The load interval units 
are indicated by the m / ft radio button which is informational only and changing it will have no effect on the results.

The Checkshot data toggle button tells OpendTect whether the Depth v Time Model is checkshot data or not and can be 
used by Tie-Wells-To-Seismics. This flag is automatically set from the OpenWorks database but can be changed manually.
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2. GeoFrame - Well import

To import a well from GeoFrame, select Survey - Import - Well - GeoFrame. Specify the GeoFrame Project and input 
the Password. Select the Well set and the Well that you wish to import.

Specify the Output well name where the well data will be written to in OpendTect.

Select the required Logs, Depth v Time Model (no choice - this is the Preferred Checkshot as set in GeoFrame) , Markers 
to load and the required Load interval. The load interval units are indicated by the m / ft radio button which is 
informational only and changing it will have no effect on the results.

The Checkshot data toggle button tells OpendTect whether the Depth v Time Model is checkshot data or not and can be 
used by Tie-Wells-To-Seismics. This flag is automatically set from the OpenWorks database but can be changed manually.
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